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Address MAGNECO/METREL, INC. 
223 Interstate Road 
60101 Addison, IL

Country USA

State Illinois

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Magneco/Metrel patented no cement castables use a unique bond system that allow for outstanding material properties relative to cement and
hydratable alumina products. Magneco/Metrel no cement castables have excellent flow behavior, hot strength and thermal shock resistance and are
very forgiving in tough dryout applications. These products may be cast, pumped, or shotcrete into place making them very versatile to install.
Products are available for most contact and non-contact applications. A broad range of chemical compositions allow for use in nearly any application. 

Innovative system for glass furnace construction featuring three of the company´s advanced Metpump cement-free nanoparticulate refractory
products: Metpump C190 G, Metpump AZS and Met-Silcast.
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